
Year 3 Poetry Unit 2 – Shape poetry and calligrams

Shape poetry and calligrams (2 weeks)

This unit forms the second part of the Year 3 block of work on poetry, which can be used at any point during the year.
Interactive whiteboard (IWB) and word processing software are used to support children in the writing and exploration
of calligrams and shape poetry. To support children's writing, word processing software is used to create and explore
effects of the language and presentational features. During the teaching of this unit, whole-class collections of poetry
texts could be established to support independent reading for pleasure.

Phase 1

Read and make comparisons between poems. Compose calligrams using word processors and explore the effects
created.

Phase 2

Read a selection of poems on the same theme. Discuss vocabulary and capture ideas through first-hand experience.
Modelled and shared composition.

Phase 3

Children compose shape poems using language effects and making decisions about form. Children work
collaboratively to edit and re-draft poetry.

Overview

• Read and make comparisons between poems. Compose calligrams using word processing programs and
explore the effects created.

• With the children, read a selection of poems on the same theme. Discuss vocabulary and capture ideas, for
example through response to visual imagery, reflection on first-hand experience, etc. Through modelled and
shared composition, children compose shape poems using language effects and making decisions about
form. Children work collaboratively to edit and redraft poetry.

1998 Framework objectives covered:

Year 3, Term 1: T6 and T7 read aloud and recite poems, comparing different views of the same subject; discuss choice
of words and phrases and describe and create impact; distinguish between rhyming and non-rhyming poetry and
comment on the impact of layout; T8 express views about a poem, identifying specific words and phrases to support
their viewpoint; T9 generate ideas by thought showering, word association, etc.; T13 collect suitable words and
phrases, in order to write poems, design simple patterns with words, use repetitive phrases; T14 invent calligrams and
range of shape poems, selecting appropriate words and careful presentation.
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Objectives

To ensure effective planning of literacy teachers need to ensure they plan for all elements of literacy effectively across
the year ensuring that assessment for learning is used to plan and amend teaching. It is essential that core skills such
as phonic strategies, spelling, and handwriting are incorporated into these exemplar units to ensure effective learning.

Most children learn to:

(The following list comprises only the strands, numbered 1 through 12, that are relevant to this particular unit. Where
there are relevant Steps in Learning for an objective, a link has been included.)

1. Speaking

• Sustain conversation, explain or give reasons for their views or choices

7. Understanding and interpreting texts

• Explore how different texts appeal to readers using varied sentence structures and descriptive language

8. Engaging with and responding to texts

• Identify features that writers use to provoke readers' reactions

9. Creating and shaping texts

• Select and use a range of technical and descriptive vocabulary
• Use layout, format, graphics and illustrations for different purposes

11. Sentence structure and punctuation

• Compose sentences using adjectives, verbs and nouns for precision, clarity and impact

12. Presentation

• Write with consistency in the size and proportion of letters and spacing within and between words, using the
correct formation of handwriting joins

• Develop accuracy and speed when using keyboard skills to type, edit and re-draft

Prior learning

Check that children can already:

• Compare and contrast different poems discussing preferences and referring to words or phrases in the text.

Teaching sequence phase 1
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Note: Children working significantly above or below age-related expectations will need differentiated support, which
may include tracking forward or back in terms of learning objectives. EAL learners should be expected to work within
the overall expectations for their year group. For further advice see the progression strands and hyperlinks to useful
sources of practical support.

Reading and investigating; writing calligrams and exploring effects (2
days)

Teaching content:

• As a whole class, read, share and discuss a variety of different shape poems and calligrams by a range of
poets.

• Investigate with the children what they like and dislike about the poems, offering supporting evidence from
the poem itself. What does the poem make them think of and why? Why might the poet have chosen the
shape? What impact does the shape add to the words? What interpretations can be made about the poems
and the form of the poems?

• With the children, explore the relationship between the language and the presentational features of the
poems.

• Use word processing software or IWB software to explore how calligrams can be created.
• Demonstrate how to use the facilities of a word processor to create calligrams and encourage children to talk

about the results. Highlight the effects created by the presentational features. Manipulate the calligram by
changing font, font size, colour and space. Use the draw options as necessary and save and display different
versions for comparison. Discuss the impact of the presentation on the reader and on the meaning.

• During independent time, encourage children to devise their own ideas for calligrams and to work in pairs to
create them using a word processor.

• Display children's work on an IWB and use this to explore with them effective use of font, etc. Ask children to
select favourites and explain why. Revisit poems explored in previous sessions and compare handwritten
calligrams to those created using ICT.

Learning outcomes:

• Children explain what they like about a poem by referring to particular words and phrases and the subject of
the poem.

• Children can write a calligram, choosing appropriate presentational features and using ICT to create effects,
and can explain why these effects have been chosen.

Teaching sequence phase 2

Capturing ideas; shared composition (2 days)

Teaching content:

• During the shared part of the lesson, use an IWB to support children's writing of shape poems. Use digital
photographs of art or objects as a stimulus for writing. This may be linked to children's own artwork and
observational drawings.

• Display an image on an IWB. Use the capture tool to capture parts of the image of interest. Set the original
image to transparency and lay captured aspects over the top of the transparency to focus on certain parts.
(This can also be done using the spotlight tool.) Discussing first-hand experience of the image, or response
through music, art and drama, will support children's generation of vocabulary and language ideas.

• Draw on the visual image as a prompt for collecting and re-drafting language ideas for poems. Focus on use
of carefully selected adjectives and similes.

• Use whiteboards to collect and edit ideas. Display word choices and vocabulary on an IWB.
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• Through demonstration and shared composition, develop a poem using repetitive phrases, similes and
careful vocabulary choices collected from children's ideas.

• Display the image on an IWB and set the transparency tool. Demonstrate how to use the image to create a
shape poem by writing the shared class poem over the original image.

• Remove the image to explore the shape that the words make and the effect of presenting the poem in this
way.

Learning outcomes:

• Children can identify examples where language is used to create a specific effect in a poem.
• Children can discuss the choice of words and their impact.

Teaching sequence phase 3

Independent composition; re-drafting and editing writing (2 days)

Teaching content:

• Establish success criteria for writing shape poems. Ensure that the success criteria link to children's targets
as appropriate.

• Provide children with a digital photograph or scanned image of their subject and a piece of tracing paper or
acetate. In pairs or independently, children write their own shape poems. The teacher may choose to use
different images and explore and generate language and vocabulary as a model before children write their
own poems.

• Use response partners during the writing process to support re-drafting and editing of ideas.
• Compare and contrast poems and invite children to comment on the impact of the layout and to express their

likes and dislikes clearly, offering supporting evidence from the poem.
• Poems could be displayed alongside children's artwork.

Learning outcomes:

• Children can identify examples where language is used to create a specific effect in a poem.
• Children can write a poem (collaboratively or individually) that uses language to create an effect.

Complete teaching sequence

Note: Children working significantly above or below age-related expectations will need differentiated support, which
may include tracking forward or back in terms of learning objectives. EAL learners should be expected to work within
the overall expectations for their year group. For further advice see the progression strands and hyperlinks to useful
sources of practical support.

Phase 1: Reading and investigating; writing calligrams and exploring
effects (2 days)

Teaching content:

• As a whole class, read, share and discuss a variety of different shape poems and calligrams by a range of
poets.

• Investigate with the children what they like and dislike about the poems, offering supporting evidence from
the poem itself. What does the poem make them think of and why? Why might the poet have chosen the
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shape? What impact does the shape add to the words? What interpretations can be made about the poems
and the form of the poems?

• With the children, explore the relationship between the language and the presentational features of the
poems.

• Use word processing software or IWB software to explore how calligrams can be created.
• Demonstrate how to use the facilities of a word processor to create calligrams and encourage children to talk

about the results. Highlight the effects created by the presentational features. Manipulate the calligram by
changing font, font size, colour and space. Use the draw options as necessary and save and display different
versions for comparison. Discuss the impact of the presentation on the reader and on the meaning.

• During independent time, encourage children to devise their own ideas for calligrams and to work in pairs to
create them using a word processor.

• Display children's work on an IWB and use this to explore with them effective use of font, etc. Ask children to
select favourites and explain why. Revisit poems explored in previous sessions and compare handwritten
calligrams to those created using ICT.

Learning outcomes:

• Children explain what they like about a poem by referring to particular words and phrases and the subject of
the poem.

• Children can write a calligram, choosing appropriate presentational features and using ICT to create effects,
and can explain why these effects have been chosen.

Phase 2: Capturing ideas; shared composition (2 days)

Teaching content:

• During the shared part of the lesson, use an IWB to support children's writing of shape poems. Use digital
photographs of art or objects as a stimulus for writing. This may be linked to children's own artwork and
observational drawings.

• Display an image on an IWB. Use the capture tool to capture parts of the image of interest. Set the original
image to transparency and lay captured aspects over the top of the transparency to focus on certain parts.
(This can also be done using the spotlight tool.) Discussing first-hand experience of the image, or response
through music, art and drama, will support children's generation of vocabulary and language ideas.

• Draw on the visual image as a prompt for collecting and re-drafting language ideas for poems. Focus on use
of carefully selected adjectives and similes.

• Use whiteboards to collect and edit ideas. Display word choices and vocabulary on an IWB.
• Through demonstration and shared composition, develop a poem using repetitive phrases, similes and

careful vocabulary choices collected from children's ideas.
• Display the image on an IWB and set the transparency tool. Demonstrate how to use the image to create a

shape poem by writing the shared class poem over the original image.
• Remove the image to explore the shape that the words make and the effect of presenting the poem in this

way.

Learning outcomes:

• Children can identify examples where language is used to create a specific effect in a poem.
• Children can discuss the choice of words and their impact.
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Phase 3: Independent composition; re-drafting and editing writing (2
days)

Teaching content:

• Establish success criteria for writing shape poems. Ensure that the success criteria link to children's targets
as appropriate.

• Provide children with a digital photograph or scanned image of their subject and a piece of tracing paper or
acetate. In pairs or independently, children write their own shape poems. The teacher may choose to use
different images and explore and generate language and vocabulary as a model before children write their
own poems.

• Use response partners during the writing process to support re-drafting and editing of ideas.
• Compare and contrast poems and invite children to comment on the impact of the layout and to express their

likes and dislikes clearly, offering supporting evidence from the poem.
• Poems could be displayed alongside children's artwork.

Learning outcomes:

• Children can identify examples where language is used to create a specific effect in a poem.
• Children can write a poem (collaboratively or individually) that uses language to create an effect.

Assessment

Assessing pupils' progress

In this exemplified unit we have identified the main assessment focuses (AFs) for reading and writing. However, it is
important to remember that teachers should interpret and adapt the teaching sequence to meet the needs of particular
classes, and this may affect the choice of AFs against which you wish to gather a range of evidence.

In order for a judgement to be made against writing AFs 1 and 2 it is important that children are given space and time to
develop their own ideas and define their own purposes for writing. Opportunities to plan for this will arise throughout the
literacy curriculum as well as through the application of skills across the curriculum.

The suggested outcome for this unit is the composition of shape poems using language effects and making decisions
about form. The teaching of this unit should support the collection of evidence against reading AF5 (explain and
comment on the structure and organisation of texts, including grammatical and literary features at word and sentence
level), reading AF6 (identify and comment on writers' purposes and viewpoints and the overall effect of the text on the
reader) and writing AF7 (select appropriate and effective vocabulary).

Evidence against a variety of AFs will be collected at many points during the teaching sequence. Independence and
opportunities to make decisions are integral to children's development in reading and writing. Therefore, as well as
using assessment opportunities within the structure of the unit (as exemplified below) it will also be important to collect
evidence of achievement against the AFs from occasions where children can demonstrate independence and choice.

Suggestions for the collection of assessment information against a range of AFs are found below.

Opportunities for assessment

The following are examples selected from the teaching content for this unit of work that will support planning for
effective assessment as an integrated part of the teaching and learning process. Evidence gathered during this
ongoing work will contribute to the periodic assessment of children's progress.
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Learning
outcomes Example of teaching content and assessment opportunities Evidence

Approach
to

assessment

Children can
write a calligram,
choosing
appropriate
presentational
features and
using ICT to
create effects,
and can explain
why these effects
were chosen.

Pairs of children work together on computers to compose
calligrams. They manipulate the calligram by changing font, font
size, colour and spacing. The capture facility on an interactive
whiteboard may be used by one pair to record this process.
Following composition the teacher models a simple oral
explanation of how a final calligram was created, focusing on
choices made and the effects those choices have on the reader.
For example: I decided to change the colour from the bright blue to
a deep scarlet to make it seem angrier and less cheerful…

In pairs, children discuss their own decisions using a checklist or
simple talk frame to support them. The teacher encourages
children to justify choices and comment on the effects.

Children's
oral
responses
and
discussions

Recorded
work

Final poems
and oral
descriptions
and
explanations
of the
poems

Teacher
observation
and
questioning

Use of
capture tool
on
interactive
whiteboard
software

Oral
feedback

Children can
discuss the
choice of words
and their impact.

An image linked to the class history theme is projected for the class
to view. Children identify parts of the image of particular interest
and these are enlarged. The teacher encourages children to
explore the object through movement. They imagine they are
touching the object, walking around it, reaching to its top and
bottom. They consider how it might move and feel. They imagine
that they have found it, and what their feelings would be on seeing
it for the first time. They consider what music would accompany the
object and why.

Using mini-whiteboards children work in pairs to consider language
to describe their experiences. The teacher focuses on encouraging
use of powerful nouns, adjectives and verbs. Children work
together to construct similes. These word choices and phrases are
shared and recorded on the interactive whiteboard, re-drafted and
edited as necessary.

Children work in pairs to select the five most important words or
phrases - the golden words - but they must have reasons for their
choices. This is modelled orally by the teacher who uses the
experiences of the drama activities to help to justify choices. For
example: What atmosphere do these words create? How do the
words make you feel? Which words help to give you a clear picture
of the object?

Oral
responses

Children's
notes (word
selections,
responses
made during
drama, final
word
choices and
reasons)

Class
collection of
language
displayed on
the
interactive
whiteboard
or working
wall

Teacher
observation,
questioning
and
discussion

Oral
feedback

Key aspects of learning

For further information, see the booklet Progression in key aspects of learning (Ref: 0524-2004G) from Learning and
teaching in the primary years: Professional development resources (Ref: 0518-2004G).
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Reasoning

Children will explain their opinion about different poems, using particular words and phrases to support or illustrate their
ideas.

Creative thinking

Children will have the opportunity to respond imaginatively to the stimulus of a first-hand experience and may be able
to express their response through music, art or dance before writing poems.

Evaluation

Children will have regular opportunities to review their written work against agreed success criteria.
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